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Caiado Guerreiro and Jingsh Law firm, one of the largest in China, have signed a business
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cooperation agreement

Rosendo Guimarães da Costa (pictured
centre), from Caiado Guerreiro, was
representing the firm at this agreement
signing. Rosendo has been collaborating
with Caiado Guerreiro for almost 10 years,
founding the Chinese Desk team, where he
works as the firm’s Beijing based Law
expert. He travels frequently within the
Asian continent (China, India, Vietnam, South
Korea and Japan). He was also a founding
member of the Portuguese Club of Beijing in
2015, currently serving as Vice President of
the Fiscal Council.

In a press relase statement, Rosendo hopes that both sides can form a long-term stable cooperative
relationship and jointly explore the overseas market and the unique international development path,
carrying out broader and deeper business exchanges and cooperation.

At the signing ceremony, held at Jingsh Lawyers building headquarters, the following were also
present: Liu Rentang (manager of Jingsh&Anwenna Law Firm), Deng Jun (director of Jingsh’s Cultural
Brand Department), Gao Hexin (director of International Commercial Contracts Legal Affairs
Department at Jingsh Tangshan Office), Lu Dingliang (director of the Digital Economy Legal Affairs
Department) and Tang Yuanyang (director of the Entrepreneurs' Rights & Interests Protection
Department at Jingsh Beijing Headquarters).

"It is significant for Jingsh to expand the legal service market in China and Portugal," said Deng Jun.

"Both sides should not restrict the business cooperation but try to realise the cross-cooperation in
multiple fields based on innovative development mode, establishing a sound business cooperation
system to adapt to the ever-changing international market environment," added Lu Dingliang.

Gao Hexin and Tang Yuanyang also hope that the two firms can cooperate closely to expand
business cooperation channels and explore potential cooperation opportunities.


